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Working with font entry and formatting









How to do basic text entry for titles (1.0 and above)
Change color, gradient, or use a graphic with your text
Add shadow and outline to your text characters
Rotate your text on multiple axes for a unique effect
Use extrusion to add 3D depth to font faces and outlines
Customize the formatting of lines, words, and individual letters
Determine which content is on the top or bottom
Using the star crawl animation feature for a 'Star Wars' effect

Key Frames



Use key frames to give the illusion of rotation and motion with an imported graphic
Rotating and moving an object in your title

Graphic Objects



Bring in a graphic, rotate it, and add a transition
How to make a horizontal line magically expand

Time Savers



How to save and reuse titles in multiple projects
Matching title length between in Titler Pro and your host program

Advanced Formatting








Format a paragraph by using the colors of an image in the design of the paragraph
Add a solid or gradient background or use an image of your choice
Loading and modifying rectangle shapes in your titles
Additional tips on using a predefined rectangle shape
Create accents by key framing flares that highlight parts of your title
Accent your presentation with the spotlight filter presets
Adjust the spotlight filter to achieve interesting results

Transitions and Animation








Using and customizing seven presents of the infinity animation with paragraphs
Adjust attributes of imported graphics using key frames
Precisely control the attributes of a graphic using key frames
Modify the attributes of text using key frames
Preview of the six presets in the float and pop animation category
Customize any of the six 'Float and Pop' transition presets
Using the six 'Turn' preset animation variations
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Customize any of the six 'Turn' transitions
Discover how the various 'active camera' effects impact graphics or text
Use the colored pencil effect to change objects in your title
Tips on using more than one transition or animation in the same text paragraph

